
Protect whatever can be protected 

 

 
Just after rescuers began arriving to save New Orleans 
from the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, teams of 
security guards, conservation experts and art-moving 
specialists were rushing to the stricken city to rescue art.  
As the city drowned and burned, the AXA Art Insurance 
mobilized ex-military and retired New York police 
officers, conservation experts from Chicago and two guys 
from Houston with climate-controlled, air-ride trucks big 
enough to move through high water. They trucked loads 
of valuable paintings, ceramics, rugs and furniture out of 
town to warehouses or museums for safekeeping or to 
conservation labs for repairs. 
Christiane Fischer, CEO of AXA, the leading specialist in art insurance, says she acted 
when looting was imminent to protect clients that include the New Orleans Museum of 
Art. 
"The most crucial thing is to protect whatever can be protected from additional loss, 
including the environmental threats" from loss of climate control, she says. 
The security teams included guards from Blackwater USA, the company known for its 
security work in Iraq. "They were very armed; those guys mean business," says 
Christopher Tribble, co-owner of Tyart Museum Quality Art Services of Houston, which 
made a half-dozen runs to the city after the storm. 
Just under 2,000 artworks of all types, owned by private collectors, corporations or other 
institutions and worth millions of dollars, were sent to the Chicago Conservation Center. 
Some were severely damaged by water, mold and mud, but CEO Heather Becker says up 
to 90% can be restored. 
"Something that is so damaged it's white and oxidized and appears to be a total loss — 
that can be repaired in many cases," Becker says. The potential is "quite exciting and 
positive." 
Six weeks after the storm, Fischer's clients are calmer; part of her customer service is to 
reassure them. 
"They just have to vent and get out their frustration and misery. For collectors, these 
objects are like their children." 

New Orleans Museum of Art: 
Stephen Dux of the International 
Investigative Group keeps watch.                                                                           

  
 
 


